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PART - A

Answer all questions. (Each question carries 1 mark)

1. Find fxy il l(x, Y)=2x3Y2 +Y3.

2 Find * 
"no 

* ff fV, yt=y(exp (x- y)).6x 5y

I e. Show that xdy r3ydx is inexact.

t
4. Write the Taylor expansion of a function f (x, y) of two variables.

'1 1

5. Evaluate [lx2ydydx.
00

P.T.O.



't 21

6 . evatuate Mdx dy dz .

000

z. Evaluate 
f(10).
f (8)

8. Write the integral expression for f (p).

9. Evaluate the beta function B(4, 1).

10. Express 
-; I'd'. 

". " 
beta function.

6(1+x)"

(,l0xl=l0Marks)

PART _ B

Answer any eight questions. (Each question carries 2 marks)

11. Find the total derivative ol f(x,fl=x2+3xy with.respect to x, given that

.Iz= sin-l x.

12. Find the total differential of the function t (x, y) = y exp(x + y\ .

13. Write the chain rule for partial differentiation if l(x, y) is a function ifi x, y and

both x, y are functions of another variable u.

14. Find the rate of change of f (x, y1= y6-t with respect to u if x(u)=1+au and

Y \u) = bu3

15. Define stationary point of two variable function. How to determine whether it is
maximum or minimum?
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'16. Find the volume of the tetrahedron bounded by the three co-ordinate surface

x o.y=o and z=o andtheplane X-L-i=,
17. Find the centre of mass of the solid hemisphere bounded by the surfaces

x2 + y2 + z2 = a2 and the xy -plane, assumlng that it has a uniform density p .

18. State Pappu's second theorem-

19. A semicircular uniform lamina is freely suspended from one of its corners. Show
that its straight edge makes 4n angle of 23" wilh the vertlcal.

20. Find the moment of inertia of a uniform rectangular lamina of mass m with sides
a and b about one of ihe sides of length b.

2'1. A tetrahedron is bounded by the thiee coordinate surfaces and the plane

Lny-nl=l and has density p1x, y, z1= po(t+Il rino tt'" average vatue ofa b c '"' ""1 a)
the density.

22. Detine gamma function and show that f(n + 1) = n!.

zr er"ru*" r(])

24. Showthat x2dy-U2 +xy)dx is not exact.

25. Evaluate 8(6, 4).

26. Find I x3dx.
j1t+x15

(8x2=16Marks)
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PART - C

Answer any six questions. (Each question carries 4 marks)

27. Derive the conditions for maxima, minima and saddle points for a function of two

real variables.

28. Show that the function f(x, y)= xs svp-* - rz1

l.E. rl *o minimum ar [-"E. o).(l/2 I [ !2 .]

31.

x2 + Y2 =62

3s showthat.(i)=,

30

JJ,

34.

The temperature of a point (x, y) on a unit circle is given

Find the temperature of the two hottest points on the circle.

Define beta function by a deflnite integral and show that B(p,

Find the volume of the region bounded by the paraboloid

plane z =2y.

has a maximum at the point

by Tix, y)=1+iy.

q)- B(s, p).

z=x2 +y2 and lhe

surface andFind the mass of the tetrahedron bounded by the

the plane x *l-.2-=1, if its density is grve by p(x,'abc

Explain the change of variable of variables in triple integrals.

Evatuate f [1u *1F 
"y'aray1.

three coordinate

y, ry= po(t*!)
. \ al
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'r:)36 Evaluate -!2
rr-5 )

\.3i

37. Express 
lxse - x,'dx as a gamma function.

0

38. Shov/ that r' (p + I = pr@)

(6x4=24Marks)

PART _ D

Answer any two questions. (Each question caries l5 marks)

39. Transform the expression 62f 62f ..,
6r, 

* 
6y, 

rnto one rn p and O. Where x = p cos/
and y = psin6.

." 
*1,:n;?tionary 

points of t(x, y, z) = x3 + y3+23 subjected ro rhe folowins

(a) S(x, y, z)= x2 + y2 + zz = 1;

(b) 9(x, !,2)=x2 +y2 +22 =1and h(x, y,z\=x+y+z=0.

41. Evaluate the integral / = 
-fe-,'dx 

in detait.

42. Find an expression for a volume element in spherical polar coordinates, and
[ffi: ffyil:.lje momenr or inertia a-ooui atffi;; H': uniform sphere of
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43 (a) Prove that 8(p,o)= r(P)r(q).
r(p+g) '

(b) Evatuate jf{ ,"ing above expression.
d( + yl"

44. Derive ,(r,q=i({;fu

(2 x tS = 30 Marks)
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